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Abstract—One robust phenomenon of English and many
other subject-verb-object ordered languages is that people
are able to read sentences with subject-extracted relative
clauses (SRC) more quickly than sentences with object-
extracted relative clauses (ORC). This paper explores how
Long Short-Term Memory neural networks may be used
to model this difference. Experiments 1 and 2 find that the
models tend to place a heavier weight on purely statistical
patterns, like subjects being followed by verbs, than
humans do. Experiment 3 models a previous experiment
done in humans, and finds that previous differences in data
ascribed to memory processes can be also be explained
with a purely statistical model. This reopens questions
about how, exactly, people process relative clauses. An
underlying constraint on sentence processing could be
due more to learning statistical patterns than any sort
of memory-based rebound period.

I. INTRODUCTION

Language comprehension is a complex and, de-
spite years of research, mysterious process. It is
such a powerful and flexible tool of communication
that trying to understand it from what it can do can
be an overwhelmingly open ended question. Thus to
understand the inner workings of humans’ language
comprehension, it is often more useful to look at
where it breaks down or has troubles.

One robust quirk of English and many other
subject-verb-object ordered languages is that people
are able to read sentences with subject-extracted
relative clauses (SRC) more quickly than sentences
with object-extracted relative clauses (ORC). For
example, people read the sentence

(1) The cat that bit the dog was small. SRC

faster than they read

(2) The cat that the dog bit was small. ORC

Curiously, the parse trees for the two sentences,
an often used metric for sentence complexity, are
equally complex, and the ideas communicated are
also equally complex. The syntax tree for the SRC
would be:
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As shown, there are no differences in complexity,
be that in the width or height of the tree, between
the two.

Even in sentences like those above, when you
use the exact same words, the difference between
SRCs and ORCs persists [Blinkoff, 2017]. Neither
is this phenomenon limited to English; difficulty
with ORCs has been observed in languages such as



Basque, Chinese, Dutch, French, German, Korean,
Japanese, and Spanish [Gordon and Lowder, 2012].
The difference has been observed in a variety of
measurements from eye-tracking [Blinkoff, 2017] to
cerebral blood flow [Caplan et al., 2000] to ERP
measurements [King and Kutas, 1995] and many
others [Ford, 1983].

Despite the robustness of the effect, the source of
the discrepancy has been a source of contention.

This paper uses neural networks used to model
the comprehension of SRC and ORC sentences.
Studying the ease with which these models process
such sentences is intended to shed light on what
kinds of limitations the human language compre-
hension mechanism faces when reading.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Current Theories
There are three main competing theories to ex-

plain the discrepancy between SRC and ORC sen-
tences.

1) Experiential Theory: The first,
championed by MacDonald and Christiansen
[MacDonald and Christiansen, 2002], is an
experience-based theory. It posits that because
certain linguistic structures, like ORCs, are less
common [Fedorenko et al., 2006], they become
harder to process. In order to process more common
structures quickly, the language processor considers
structures in proportion to their probability. This
theory is attractive because it explains well how
people learn and adapt to different linguistic
environments. Unlike many other theories that rely
on structure, it accounts for how people integrate
context into their language comprehension.
According to this theory, the language processor
experiences more difficulty with ORCs and other
less common structures because it has not been
trained to efficiently process those structures, as
posited by Wells et al [Wells et al., 2009]. In
their experiment, they measured reading times for
adults reading SRC and ORC sentences. They
measured them before and after reading many
sentences with relative clauses, and found that,
compared to a control group who read sentences
with unrelated structures, the differences between
ORC and SRC reading times diminished. From
this they argued that experience, even in the short

term, changes how people process relative clauses,
so the processing mechanisms for relative clauses
are strongly statistically based. In short, if ORCs
weren’t so uncommon, and the substructure of
object-subject-verb, instead of English’s more
common subject-verb-object, they would be just as
easy to process as SRCs. However, there are some
limitations to this experiment. Firstly, even after
training, the differences between SRCs and ORCs
was not completely eliminated. In the experiential
view, this could be because one training does not
override a lifetime’s worth of experience. However,
it could also suggest there are other mechanisms in
play. Secondly, it is not clear where the difficulty
of the ORC is arising in their experiment. The
experiential theory should posit that difficulty
arises as soon as the rare structure is encountered
(in ORCs, at the embedded subject), but their
measurements do not measure that section separate
from the rest of the beginning of the sentence.
Their results actually show large differences at
the main verb, which is not an area of perceived
difficulty in the experiental theory. Although the
experiental theory is a reasonable approach, further
research and clarification is needed to determine if
it is convincing.

2) Active Filler Theory: The second, supported
by Frazier and Clifton [Lyn Frazier, 1989], con-
cludes that the difficulty in processing ORCs comes
from a limit on working memory. Upon encoun-
tering the filler pronoun that in a sentence with a
relative clause like the one above, the parser knows
that there will be an upcoming gap site. This filler
must be held in memory until it can be associated
with the appropriate structural position. In order to
minimize memory costs, the parser posits a gap as
soon as possible. In this case, that would be the
subject position. In the ORC, the embedded subject
would indicate that this hypothesis is wrong and the
parser experiences difficulty as a result.

In both this theory and the experiential one, the
difficulty comes from misinterpreting the structure
of the sentence as an SRC. They differ because the
previous theory posits the parser assumes an SRC
because SRCs are more common, the active filler
strategy predicts that the parser favors SRCs because
ORCs place a greater burden on memory.
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3) Combinatorial Theory: The third,
supported by Grodner and Gibson
[Grodner and Gibson, 2005], agrees with the
previous active filler theory in that part of the
difficulty comes from the limitations on memory.
However, they argue that most of the difficulty
comes mainly from constraints on the combinatorial
gymnastics necessary to integrate new information
with previous materials. Because some of this
material came much earlier in the input, it must be
reactivated in memory in order to link it to new
words. The more material that intervenes, the more
difficult this integration will be. For instance, in
(2) above upon reading the embedded word bit, the
bitée (the cat) must be assigned to the appropriate
thematic and syntactic role even though this link
spans another similar NP referent (the dog) that
might interfere. In other words, the difficulty arises
from the distance between the site of a word
to its larger constituent and the processing that
takes place to figure out how they fit together.
Grodner and Gibson show their theory is plausible
through self-paced reading studies which show
that people have greater difficulty at the right ends
of dependencies when more material intervenes.
For instance, processing the verbs supervised and
scolded in (3) becomes more difficult when more
constituents separate them from their arguments
(the administrator, the nurse.

(3) The nurse (who the administrator ((who
was) in the clinic)) supervised) scolded the
orderly.

The extra semantic information ’in the house’
should strain memory more. However, the reader
is given space between the two verbs, indicating
that they are less likely to be part of the same
constituent, which makes processing easier at the
main verb. Therefore, contrary to intuition, adding
the prepositional phrase actually makes it easier to
parse the sentence. They took this to mean that the
difficulty at the main verb stems from understanding
the grammatical structure.

B. Areas of Difficulty

To understand why the difficulty exists, it is
useful to look at where within the ORC sentence
that the difficulty arises. There are three main areas:

the embedded noun phrase, the embedded verb, and
the main verb.

1) There is evidence of difficulty at the embed-
ded subject from eye-tracking [Staub, 2010].
This difficulty is defined as easier than the
embedded objects in ORCs, because SRCs
only have embedded objects and ORCs only
have embedded subjects. Thus the difference
is defined as the difference in the embedded
noun phrase. Staub et al. 2010 attributes the
difference to the fact that the noun phrase
is the moment the reader realizes that the
embedded relative clause is an ORC, rather
than the more probable SRC [Staub, 2010].
This first moment of confusion due to the
novelty of an ORC is compatible with both
the experiental and active filler theories.

2) The embedded verb also elicit difficulty
as evidenced by both self-paced
reading and eye-tracking [Ford, 1983],
[Grodner and Gibson, 2005], [Staub, 2010],
[Staub et al., 2017]. The proponents of the
memory-based theories (active filler and
combinatorial theories) attribute this to the
fact that at the embedded verb in an ORC,
one has to reach back into memory to
find the object of the verb, which comes
with a cognitive cost. Alternatively, in
SRCs, the object immediately follows the
verb. Alternatively, in SRCs, the object
immediately follows the verb. In the
experiental theory, this is explained through
the fact that the OSV ordering of the
embedded clause is unusual, and it is at the
verb that this unusual construction is fully
formed and observable.

3) The main verb is the final site of confusion
[Ford, 1983], [Grodner and Gibson, 2005],
[Staub, 2010], [Staub et al., 2017]. The
combinatorial theory proposes that it is at
this state that you have all the constituents
available to you, and it is then that you
are able to perform the cognitively costly
operation of reorganizing them into a
grammatical whole. The active filler theory,
however, proposes no difficulty at the
main verb. The experiental theory has not
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addressed this issue formally.

C. LSTMs and Language

In order to shed more light on which of these
three theories is correct, and how it fits into the
loci of the difficulty, it makes sense to try to model
what is happening. With models, one can manip-
ulate features that difficulty to directly manipulate
in humans, for example, an individual’s experience
with language or their memory.

A particular type of neural network, known as a
Long Short-Term Memory neural network (LSTM),
has been used to solve similar problems. LSTMs
are a variety of recurrent neural networks that
are better able to understand long-term dependen-
cies, which are crucial in language comprehen-
sion. They have been used successfully in a va-
riety of NLP applications such as speech recog-
nition [Graves et al., 2013], text sentiment analysis
[Li and Qian, 2016], and natural language genera-
tion [Wen et al., 2015]. In particular, LSTMs have
been found to be sensitive to syntactic represen-
tations of relative clauses and mimic human in-
teraction with those clauses in that they mimic
priming effects [Prasad et al., 2019]. Because they
have already been shown to mimic humans well in
relative clauses, they are a natural choice of model
for investigating the differences between SRCs and
ORCs.

D. The Math Behind The Magic

LSTMs, first introduced by Hochreiter and
Schmidhuber [Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997],
grew out of the idea of a recurrent neural network.
Unlike the original neural networks, activations do
not only feed forward through the network, but
also loop around to feed into the nodes behind.
The separate step of looping backward was very
useful for a wide variety of problems. However,
many neural networks, ”forgot” relatively quickly,
or were unable to learn long-term dependencies.
LSTMs were made to combat this problem. LSTMs
take in as input a sequence of ordered input, and are
able to learn dependencies among them. The neural
network is made of units known as memory cells
chained together. Each memory cell has three main
components

I an input gate, which protects the contents of
the cell from irrelevant inputs

O an output gate, which protects other memory
cells from inappropriately receiving its cell
contents

F a forget gate, which determines how much of
the previous information to remember

Gates achieve their gatekeeping abilities through
a sigmoid layer and a multiplication operation.
They, like real world gates, decide what content to
allow through, and what to stop. They are repre-
sented within Figure 1 through the letter σ.

Within the memory cell, the inputs are the two
outputs of the previous cell, and a part of the
sequenced input, xt shown at B in Figure 1. The
current state of the memory cell is considered to be
at the output of the input gate combined with the
output of the tanh gate. This value is useful because
it is considered to be encoding the ”content” that the
cell is ”remembering.” For instance, if the input is
linguistic, this is where it would be useful to encode
things like gender, number, and semantic features.

The output is twofold: the ”real output” or the one
that will be passed on to other neural network layers,
is labeled as ht, and is the product of all three gates.
It is also passed to the next memory cell through the
lowest arrow out of the cell. The second output is
only passed on to the subsequent memory cell, and
it is the current state of the cell. It does not rely
on the output gate. This is important because the
information that the next cell needs to process the
part of the sequence is presumably different from
the information needed by the following layers to
produce whatever output is needed. Because of these
differing needs, two outputs are given to memory
cells, whereas only one is given to the following
neural network layer.

Each of these memory cells are chained together
to create a layer which is given a sequence with de-
pendencies, and can pass information along horizon-
tally through the layer from previous information
in the sequence. These memory cells correspond
in number to the number of inputs given in the
sequence given to the network; ’hidden layer size’
in the context of an LSTM is considered to be the
number of nodes in each of neural network layers
within the cell. Thus increasing memory in this
sense is not equivalent to simply giving the model
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Fig. 1. Figure representing the inside of a memory cell in an LSTM taken from [Olah, 2015]

more data; it is instead giving each cell more nodes
with which to build more complex representations
of the state of the cell.

The internal cell states are not ever reset when
learning, which means that networks that are al-
lowed to learn as they predict and can adapt to
input in ways that may be similar to humans. This
is because both the lower and upper horizontal lines
continue through each memory cell; they are modi-
fied as they go, and thus change the cell’s content,
but they do not ever reset completely. Because of
this property, some LSTMs have been known to pro-
cess different genres, like fairy tales or Wikipedia
articles, better than generically trained networks
significantly after they encountered the genre for
the first time [Van Schijndel and Linzen, 2018]. In
short the combination of these gates allow long-
term dependencies to be learned not only within a
sentence, but to a lesser degree also across sentences
within a genre.

E. Experiments

1) ORC Difficulty: Before trying to shed any
light on why an LSTM may process different rela-
tive clauses similarly to humans, the first question is
whether it, too, has more difficulty with ORCs than
SRCs. I hypothesize that this is the case. In Prasad,
van Schijndel and Linzen [Prasad et al., 2019], re-
current neural networks, a larger category of neural
networks including LSTMs, were found to be sensi-
tive to syntactic representations of relative clauses.

Thus the LSTM might encounter similar problems
to humans in that it is learning similar syntactic
representations. Since all three theories predict that
the difficulty is at least partly intrinsic to internal
syntactic representations, the LSTM should follow.
If it does not, it would be a significant limitation of
the LSTM model.

Once established that the model has some of
the same difficulties as humans, I can explore the
different hypotheses with respect to the model.

2) Memory: The ”working memory” of an
LSTM can be varied fairly directly; memory cor-
relates to how many hidden nodes the LSTM has.
If giving the model more memory predicts less
difficulty, this would most naturally support the
active filler theories. However, it may also make
the model more sensitive to statistical contingencies
while learning.

3) Syntactically Complex Sentences: One final
test is to replicate Staub, Dillon and Clifton 2016
[Staub et al., 2017], using the neural network in-
stead of human subjects. In this study, the authors
gave SRCs and ORCs with longer fillers in between.
The fillers increased the distance between the sub-
ject and the main verb, but did not significantly
increase the memory constraints. For example, they
had sentences like

(4) The chef that the waiter distracted in the
kitchen poured the flour onto the counter.

Here, the phrase in the kitchen is the filler that
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further separates the chef and distracted. These sen-
tences were compared to those without the fillers,
which, in this case would be

(5) The chef that the waiter distracted poured
the flour onto the counter.

The subjects had more difficulty with the longer
sentences, which Staub et al. explain as the memory
access mechanism that is triggered upon encounter-
ing the embedded verb having a chance to recover
before the main verb is encountered. If the model
imitates these results, then in the LSTM, the integra-
tion costs of constructing the syntax of the sentence
is a significant cost for the LSTM’s understanding.

III. IMPLEMENTATION

The basic LSTM neural network
used is from van Schijinal and Linzen
[Van Schijndel and Linzen, 2018], who in turn got
it from Gulordava et al [Gulordava et al., 2018].
The input to the network is a series of one-hot
representations of previous words, and the output
is a vector representing the probability of which
word follows. It consists of an encoder, two LSTM
layers, and a decoder to a representation that can
be interpreted as the probability of each word being
next.

So far, I have been referring in vague terms to the
model’s ’difficulty’ in processing. The mechanism I
used to measure difficulty on a word by word level
was surprisal [Levy, 2013], which is sometimes also
called Shannon information content. The surprisal
of the ith word of a sentence, wi given a sequence of
preceding words w1, ..., wi−1, extra-sentential con-
text C, surprisal is defined as

log
1

P (wi, ..., wi−1, C)

Thus surprisal is the log of the inverse probability of
the word wi appearing next. In more intuitive terms,
the higher surprisal is, the less likely the model
predicted the word to be, and the lower surprisal is,
the more likely the model predicted the word to be.
When anthropomorphic language toward the model
is used, e.g., the model is surprised, the model has
difficulty, it is referring to this measure.

I have used this model for each of the three
experiments relating to, respectively:

1) Basic Model on Relative Clauses
2) Memory Variations
3) Prepositions

For the first and third experiments, I have used
van Schijnal and Linzen (2018)’s pre-trained model.
The second experiment concerns my variations on
their model. In the graphs representing the models’
surprisals, I have chunked the sentences into their
constituents until the main verb; as the structure
of the sentence after the main verb is not relevant,
they have simply been chunked into two word parts.
Examples are shown in Figure 2.

Please also note that when testing, in order to
avoid any semantic influences, each SRC had the
same words as a corresponding ORC, but in a
different order. More details are in appendices A
and B.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Experiment 1: Basic Models

The baseline goal was to establish whether neural
networks in general are capable of both the under-
standing of parts of speech and recursion necessary
to be inclined towards the same faults as humans
have. Attempts with simpler recurrent models like
the Elman model and simple, one-layer LSTMs
did not pick up on any differences within clauses.
Neither did a two-layer LSTM using a multidi-
mensional word vector representation, word2vec. In
fact, the only model that I found that did work
was the one used in Gulurdova et al; a two layer
LSTM with added encoders and decoders to create
mutlidimensional word vector representations. This
suggested that the sort of model needed to model
relative clauses must have fairly complex abilities
to represent both first and second order long-term
dependencies, and must use a representation of
words that has information that may be specific to
its grammatical function. Although word2vec had
grammatical information encoded in its representa-
tions, it clearly did not have enough.

That being said, the Gulurdova et al model, or
the ’best’ model they had according to perplexity
measures, did find significant differences between
SRCs and ORCs.

Curiously, the model, which has very impressive
linguistic abilities in other tasks, did not behave
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Fig. 2. A table showing how parts of the sentences were put into regions for analysis.

Fig. 3. A graph showing average surprisal across regions for a basic LSTM model. Significant differences exist at the embedded noun
phrase (embedded subject vs embedded object, p < 0.01), at the main verb (p < 0.01), but not at the embedded verb, as is also a locus of
difference in humans.

very similarly to humans. Despite its imitation of
humans in its difference between the embedded
noun phrases, there was no difference in difficulty
at the embedded verb. Humans tend to have more
difficulty at the embedded verb in the ORC rather
than the SRC.

Taken together, it seems to suggest that the
model’s main problem was linking subjects with
their verbs. The difference at the NP could have a

similar explanation as in humans; SRCs are simply
more common than ORCs, so seeing a noun as the
first part of the embedded verb is inherently going to
be more surprising. The difference at the main verb
could also be explained by the combinatorial theory;
the model has more trouble organizing subjects with
their verbs with ORCs.

However, there is an alternative explanation that
would also explain the lack of difference at the
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embedded verb; the model has learned that verbs
almost always follow nouns. This supports an in-
terpretation similar to the experiential theory; the
model so strongly prefers that order simply because
it has seen it so many times, and the ORC violates
it. Thus in SRCs, having a verb (the main verb)
immediately follow a noun (the embedded noun) is
not particularly surprising. But in an ORC, having
a verb (the main verb) follow another verb (the
embedded verb) is quite surprisng, accounting for
the difference at the main verb. It follows that at
the embedded verb, the ORC construction, where
a noun precedes the embedded verb, is not par-
ticularly surprising. However a verb following a
relative pronoun, as in an SRC, is more unusual.
This effect might be negated by whatever features
make humans favor SRCs at the embedded verb,
leaving the model to show similar surprisal rates.

Thus this model may show evidence for the
combinatorial theory and the experiental theory.
However, with respect to the differences between
ORCs and SRCs, this model does not seem to
reflect memory constraints observed in humans.
Perhaps we can see memory effects with different
manipulations.

B. Experiment 2: Memory

Four different models were trained with different
numbers of hidden units: 50, 100, 200, and 300.
According to both the active filler theory and the
combinatorial theory, more memory should mean
less surprisal, because there is less cost associ-
ated with keeping different constituents in mem-
ory. However, the average surprisal across trials
did not vary significantly; 50, 100, 200, and 300
had respectively 9.76, 9.49, 9.39, and 9.59 average
surprisals across all sentences. A closer look at
where the models experience surprisal sheds light
on the seemingly jumpy averages.

The lowest memory model, shown in Figure 4
actually shows the most similarity with human data.
There are differences in ORCs and SRCs at the
exact places that people generally have: the embed-
ded noun phrase (ie, either the embedded subject
or embedded object), the embedded verb, and the
main verb. However this was only significant at the
embedded NP. It is thus not unreasonable to assume
that the problems are happening for much the same
reasons. As the memory size gets bigger in Figures
5, 6, and 7, the difficulty at the embedded NP
and the embedded verb shrink and the differences
at the main verbs becomes more exaggerated. In
the last trial, the embedded verb surprisal was the
same in both conditions, and the embedded noun
phrase surprisal was only slightly different. The
main verb, in contrast, exhibits reliable differences
in surprisal favoring the ORC. However, the average
complexity does not go down. This suggests that
instead of alleviating a difference, the network is
using either a statistical approach or a more combi-
natorial approach to predicting the next word, and
its reliance on each approach is determined by the
memory allocation it gets. When the network has
more memory available to it, it does not have to
learn subject-verb-object order as strongly, because
it can simply detangle complex structures once it has
all the components, at the main verb. Alternatively,
with lower memory, it is hard to shift all of that
work to the main verb, and so the model predicts
based on a subject-verb-object preferred ordering,
and adjusts as it receives contradictory input.

C. Experiment 3: Prepositional Phrases

The final experiment investigates whether the dif-
ferences at the main verb found in the second exper-
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Fig. 4. Surprisal for an LSTM with 50 memory units on both subject and object relative clauses. The graph has significant differences only
at the embedded NP (p < 0.01).

Fig. 5. Surprisal for an LSTM with 100 memory units on both subject and object relative clauses. The graph has significant differences at
the embedded NP (p < 0.05) and at the main verb (p < 0.01).

iment are due to memory constraints (supported by
the active filler theory and the combinatorial theory)
or due to simple statistics (supported by the experi-
ental theory). One way to test this is to manipulate
the presence of absence of a prepositional phrase.
In humans, the presence of a prepositional phrase
has been found to decrease the difficulty of ORCs
at the main verb as measured with eye-tracking
[Staub et al., 2017]. The reasoning behind this is
that prepositional phrases are easy to process, and
allow extra time before the main verb to perform

the combinatorial calculations that match subjects
to their verbs. By the time a person arrives at the
main verb, they are now expecting a verb because
they have had time to recognize the structure. The
same sorts of sentences were tested on the neural
network.

It appears that the differences, shown in Fig-
ure 8, are not due to memory or combinatorial
constraints. This reopens questions about how, ex-
actly, people process relative clauses. Similar to
humans’ behavior [Staub, 2010], the difference at
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Fig. 6. Surprisal for an LSTM with 200 memory units on both subject and object relative clauses. The graph has significant differences at
the embedded NP (p < 0.05) and at the main verb (p < 0.01).

Fig. 7. Surprisal for an LSTM with 300 memory units on both subject and object relative clauses. The trend of a decreasing difference
at the embedded NP continues. The difference is not significant, at p=0.05. However, the difference at the main verb continues to grow
(p < 0.01).

the main verb goes down when an intervening
prepositional phrase is put before the main verb. The
way similar human data was explained in Staub et
al. [Staub et al., 2017] is that the repeated memory
retrievals at the verbs in a regular ORC tire the
mind. If they are divided by an ’easy’ phrase in
terms of memory, the mind has time to recover,
and then can deal with the main verb rather easily.
However, that cannot be the reason for the decrease
in difficulty in the LSTM; LSTMs do not need

periods of time to recover because they do the
same operations with each new input. Instead, it
might be a statistical process. It is certainly rare to
have two verbs next to one another in English. The
statistics, rather than the memory processes, would
be picked up by the LSTM. Because it is possible to
model this behavior in a model that does not need a
recovery period, it could be that humans use similar
processes.
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Fig. 8. The difference at the embedded NP continues to exist (p < 0.05), as well as at the main verb (p < 0.01). However, the overall
confusion at the main verb for ORCs has dropped from an average of about 18 in the 300 memory units condition to about 16. This indicates
a drop in the difference at the main verb, similar to what one sees in humans.

V. CONCLUSION

Subject relative clauses, wherein the subject of an
embedded clause is replaced, are easier to process
than object relative clauses, wherein the object of a
relative clause is replaced. Long Short-Term neural
networks were the model of choice to explore these
differences. Both the basic model and the memory
experiments find that the models tend to place a
heavier weight on purely statistical patterns, like
subjects being followed by verbs, than humans do.
This difference is important in that clearly humans
are taking into account processes that either have
less of an emphasis on statistics than an LSTM, or
more sophisticated memory than an LSTM does.
Experiment 3 models a previous experiment done
in humans, and finds that previous differences in
data ascribed to memory processes can be also
be explained with a purely statistical model. This
means that humans could possibly be performing
similarly for purely statistical, and not memory-
related reasons. In short, LSTMs, although lauded

for their memory capabilities, do not seem to rely on
their memories in the same way that humans do. The
LSTMs tend to pick up certain correlations much
more strongly than humans do, which suggests that
their memories are quite simpler.
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VI. APPENDIX

A. Training Details

The first, ”golden standard model” was
taken from the Guldorova et al.’s github
page at https://github.com/facebookresearch/
colorlessgreenRNNs/tree/master/src.

The other models were trained with the code from
Linzen et al’s model at https://github.com/vansky/
neural-complexity using defaults, with a learning
rate of 20.

B. Critical Items

All items were prefaced with the sentence ”The
visitor said that the student encountered her at the
cocktail party before the awards dinner.” to start
each sentence with a relatively clean slate. Those
with prepositional phrases had the phrase ”on that
day” before the main verb. The following are the
critical items:

1) The secretary that resented the dean lasted
only three months in her position.

2) The secretary that the dean resented lasted
only three months in her position.

3) The trainer that called the jockey rubbed the
horse’s back.

4) The trainer that the jockey called rubbed the
horse’s back.

5) The witch that killed the girl was resurrected
eventually.

6) The witch that the girl killed was resurrected
eventually.

7) The pioneer that guided the geographer re-
vealed a new mountain range.

8) The pioneer that the geographer guided re-
vealed a new mountain range.

9) The journalist that contacted the editor pub-
lished an exclusive news story.

10) The journalist that the editor contacted pub-
lished an exclusive news story.

11) The farmer that hired the worker planted the
seeds in long rows.

12) The farmer that the worker hired planted the
seeds in long rows.

13) The students that threatened the teacher did
the reading for the week.

14) The students that the teacher threatened did
the reading for the week.

15) The investigator that called the agency con-
sidered Mrs. Reynolds from accounting.

16) The investigator that the agency called con-
sidered Mrs. Reynolds from accounting.

17) The psychologist that consulted the doctor
decided on a new form of therapy.
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18) The psychologist that the doctor consulted
decided on a new form of therapy.

19) The man that kissed the woman left early to
go to work.

20) The man that the woman kissed left early to
go to work.

21) The student that helped the researcher wrote
a paper about a new study.

22) The student that the researcher helped wrote
a paper about a new study.

23) The manager that visited the boss remembered
some particularly foreboding facts.

24) The manager that the boss visited remembered
some particularly foreboding facts.

25) The woman that observed the couple pur-
chased the old Victorian house.

26) The woman that the couple observed pur-
chased the old Victorian house.

27) The singer that introduced the composer
promised an entertaining show for all.

28) The singer that the composer introduced
promised an entertaining show for all.

29) The doctor that saw the patient contemplated
the accuracy of the test results.

30) The doctor that the patient saw contemplated
the accuracy of the test results.

31) The fisherman that located the sailor capsized
his fishing boat in stormy seas.

32) The fisherman that the sailor located capsized
his fishing boat in stormy seas.

33) The veteran that admired the coach appreci-
ated the respect he showed opponents.

34) The veteran that the coach admired appreci-
ated the respect he showed opponents.

35) The chemist that inspired the biologist com-
pleted a new biochemistry textbook last year.

36) The chemist that the biologist inspired com-
pleted a new biochemistry textbook last year.

37) The pilot that delayed the ground crew re-
mained on the runway for a long time.

38) The pilot that the ground crew delayed re-
mained on the runway for a long time.

39) The child that found the ranger asked for
assistance with a rescue operation.

40) The child that the ranger found asked for
assistance with a rescue operation.

41) The hunter that encountered the animal trav-
eled many miles to a cabin.

42) The hunter that the animal encountered trav-
eled many miles to a cabin.

43) The student that assisted the professor ordered
new books about science.

44) The student that the professor assisted ordered
new books about science.

45) The mechanic that met the motorist fixed the
car’s engine and transmission.

46) The mechanic that the motorist met fixed the
car’s engine and transmission.

47) The detective that met the woman solved the
extremely difficult case.

48) The detective that the woman met solved the
extremely difficult case.

49) The policemen that warned the suspect drove
him to the county jail.

50) The policemen that the suspect warned drove
him to the county jail.
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